Good for use in Lot 1 only.
These parking areas are designated by the green lots in the circle. DO NOT PARK IN Lot Z, JJ2, JJ3, or Lot 3.

This permit is not valid in parking garages, parking meters, or pay station spaces (as indicated by signage and space numbers on the ground).

Parking is prohibited in other lots, fire lanes, disabled spaces, service areas including loading docks, courier spaces, driving lanes, and any other area not designated by two parallel lines forming a parking space.

Students Attending 1-Day Orientation Program:
Check in at Cole Field House

VEHICLES WITHOUT PERMITS MAY BE CITED.

You may park in any of the sections of Lot 1 displayed in green on the map as long as space is available.

NOTE:
Do NOT park in Lots 3, Z, JJ2, JJ3, along the roadway, or in metered spaces without paying the meter. This permit is not valid in these locations or in other campus lots.

This permit is for the exclusive use of registered Orientation attendees. Misuse of this permit may result in citations and/or vehicle impoundment.